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(Communicated by Prof. J. POPKEN at the meeting of Jlllle 27, 1970)
In this paper it is our aim to find upper bounds for the number of zeros
in an arbitrary disk in the complex plane for general exponential poly-
nomials, i.e. sums of the form
I
t(z) = I Pk(z) eWk ' , t -:j.0,
k-l
where Wk is a complex number and Pk is a polynomial of degree (}k - 1
for k= 1,2, ... ,1.
In 1960 P. TURAN, [18], gave such an upper bound for the case that
the Pk's are complex constants. He proved that the number, N L, of zeros
of such a function in a square of side-length L does not exceed
6LLl + 1log (2 + ~l~) + log 21
where zl = max IWkl and ~ = min IWk - wil.
k k*i
Four years later S. DANOS and P. TURAN, [3], gave an upper bound
for N L which is also valid if the Pk'S are arbitrary polynomials. They
proved for this general case
N L ;;;;; 9p21og 21p+51p+LLl (5+ :61) +p(21+p) log (1+ 5~:),
where p = max (}k and zl, ~ are defined as above. Afterwards similar
k
results were obtained by J. COATES, [2], and A. J. vANDER POORTEN, [12].
As Danos and Turan remark in their paper, the point of the theorem
is that the upper bound is independent of the coefficients of the poly-
nomial, of the position of the square and only very loosely dependent
on the configuration of the Wk-exponents. Furthermore, easy examples
show that the dependence on L, zl, 1 and p is indispensable.
In this paper we shall show that the dependence of the upper bound
on ~ is superfluous. More precisely, we shall prove that the number, N R,
of zeros of t in a disk of radius R cannot exceed
3(n-I) +4RLl,
I
where n= 2: (}k. (Compare the corollary of theorem 1).
k=l
1 Indagationes
2This upper bound is sharper than the est imate due to Danes and Turan.
In the case that RLI is small with respect to n, we can deduce two better
estimates:
Theorem 2 : If HLl ~ min (n-2 , 24- 2) , then N R< n-1.
The last inequality cannot be improved .
Theorem 3: Let e > O and RLl ln < exp (-file).
Then
NR~n(l+ e).
'l'his last result improves a lemma of A. O. GELFaND, [6] Oh . III, § 4,
lemma III. On applying this inequali ty instead of Gelfonds lemma , one
can simplify some theorems on transcendency . We shall return to this
question in an other pap er . See also a paper of R. SPIRA, [14].
Finally, we treat the case that H./.1 is large with respect to n. Then
we have:
Theorem 4: N R ~ eHLl + n (5 + log~J) if RLl > nle.
'This estimate will be compared with classical asymptotic results due to
G. P6LYA, [10, 11] and E. SCHWENGP;LER, [13]. See also D. G. DICKSON, [4].
There is an extensive literature on related questions. vVe only mention
papers of R. E. LANGER, [8] , H. WITTICH, [19, 20], R. B~;LLl\IAN and
K. L. COOKE, [1] Oh. XII, D. G. DICKfolON, [r.], K. MAHLER, [9], R. Tr.JD~;­
MAN, [15] Ch. VI and VII.
This research was supported in part by the Netherlands Organisat ion
for the Advancement of Pure Res ear ch (Z.W.O.).
1. Let Zo be a complex number and R a non-negative real number.
The closed disk with centre Zo and radius H, i.e . {z: [z - zol~H}, is den ot ed
by O(zo, R). By N (zo, R , f) we denote the number of zeros of I in O(zo, R) ,
multiple zeros counte d in accordance with their multipliciti es. The maxi-
mum of Ili on O(zo, R) is denoted by M( zo, H, f).
We start with a consequence of the well-known theorem of J ensen :
Lemma 1. Let H, 8, t be positive numbers. 8> 1, and let 1=1 0 be a
function holomorphie on 0(0, (st+8 -j- t) R).
Then
(1.1) N (O R 1) 5: _I_lo r M (O, (8t + 8+t) R,f)
, , - log 8 g M (O, tR , f)
Proof. Suppose that z* is a number in 0(0, tR) such that
(1.2) I/(z*)1 =M(O, iu , f).
Then
(1.3) 0(0 , R) C O(z*, (1 + t) R)
3and
(1.4) O(z*, (st +s) R) C 0 (0, (st +s +t) R) .
(2.1)
By .Iensen's t heore m, see e.g. [17] p. 125, we ha ve
sR N(z r f) I 2nJ *" dr = ') Slog If(z*+ sReiB)!dO- log If(z*)!.
o r _n 0
No w
rN(z*, r, f) dr~N(z*, R , f) log s.
ft r
H en ce by the t wo preceding formulas
»i«; R , f) ~ 10~ s M (z*, sR, log I f i ~~ ) , ),
This implies by (1.2)-(1.4)
N(O, R, f) cs«; (I + t) R , f) ~ lO~ slog M ( z*, sR(1+ t), f(~*)) ~
~ _1_ 10 M(O, (st +s +t)R, f),
- log s g M( O, tR, f)
as assert ed by the lemma .
2. In the remai nder of t h is paper we shall use t he following notations :
\
' Let l be a positi ve integer , W I, W2, • • . , W I complex number s,
and let P i, P 2, ... , PI be non-trivial po lyno mials of t he re-
spe ctive degrees !?1- 1, !?2 - 1, ... , e l - I, and such that
i I f(z) = J.;~l P k(z) exp (WkZ) ¢ 0.Put n= .2 ek a nd Ll = max IWkl ·k~ l k~ l • . . . , l
Let R, s, t be p ositi ve number s , s » 1.
On applying theorem 4 of [16], we find for an ar bitrary real number
y > 1
Yn_ 1M( O, ytR, f) ~ --I eiRL1(Y+l) M(O, tR, f).
y-
Putting y = (st \- s + t)/t one has
yn_ 1 ~ _t _ (st + s+ t)n ~ (I + S-I)( st+ s + t) n-l ,
y - l st t s t t
H ence
M(O, (st + s + t) R , f) ;:;; (I +S- I) Ct +tS+ t)n-l e(sl+ s+21)RLl M(O, tR , f).
The combinat ion of t his inequality and lemma 1 y ields
I { ( st + s + t) 1)N(O, R, f) ~ logs (n-I)log t + (st + S+ 2t) R Ll+ s!
4By the application of this inequality on t(z - zo) for an arbitrary complex
number zo, we obtain
Theorem 1. Let R, s, t be positive numbers, s :» 1, and let Zo be an
arbitrary complex number. Then, in the notation (2.1),
1{st+s+t I}(2.2) N(zo,R,f):;;;'logs (n-I)log t +(st+s+2t)RLl+;.
This upper bound is better than both upper bounds given in theorem 5.1
of [15], p. 58.
Of course we are still free in our choice of sand t. Taking for example
e= 5, t = t we obtain, since N(zo, R, f) = 0 for n = 1:
Corollary.
(2.3) Ntz«, R, f):;;;, 3(n-I) +4RLl.
It is striking that this upper bound depends on so few of the variables.
It is independent both of the centre Zo of the disk C(zo, R) and of the
coefficients of the polynomials PI, P 2 , ... , Pl. Moreover, the dependence
on the degrees of the polynomials P k is expressed as a function of only
one variable, n, and the dependence on the Wk'S also as a function of
only one variable, zl,
Upper bounds for the number, N L , of zeros of the general exponential
polynomial t in a square of side length L were previously given by
S. DANOS and P. TURAN, [3]. Their estimate was
(2.4) N L:;;;'9p2 10g (2lp)+5lp+LLl (5+ fol) +p(2l+p) log (1 +512: ) ,
with p= max (lk and <5= min !Wk-Wj[.
k~l•...• 1 k.i=l .....1
k '" i
Every square of side length L is contained in a closed disk of radius
(3Lj4) > (LIV2). Hence the above corollary implies
(2.5) N L:;;;'3(n-I}+3LLl.
Since n:;;;' lp, this estimate is considerably better than (2.4), and moreover
it has the advantage that it is independent of <5.
3. In this section we shall investigate the behaviour of Ntz«, R, f) in
the case that RLl is small with respect to n. It is well-known (see e.g. [7]
theorem 1.2.1 on p. 205), that t can have a zero of the order n-I in the
centre of the disk. We therefore can not expect an estimate better than
(3.1) N(zo, R, f) :;;;'n-1.
On the other hand, it follows from the same theorem that t cannot have
zeros of order greater than n - 1.
5. 1 st+s+t s+tWe have by theorem 1, SInce og <-
st st
(3.2) N(zo,R,f)-(n-l)~l~{(n-l)(.!.+~) + (st+S+2t)RLl+.!.}.
ogsst 8
Assume
(3.3)
Corollary.
Put s=n-l, t=n- 2. Hence
N(zo,R,f)-(n-l)~10g(~-I) (3+ n:2) <1.
Since N(zo, R, f)-(n-l) is an integer, we obtain
N(zo, R, f) ~n-1.
This inequality is best possible in view of (3.1). So we have proved
Theorem 2. Let R be a real number, R> 0, and Zo a complex number.
Assume that in the notation (2.1) the inequalities n~ 24 and RLl~n-2
hold. Then
N(zo, R, f)~n-1.
Now we shall prove
Theorem 3. Let R be a real number, R > 0, and Zo a complex number.
Assume that in the notation (2.1) the inequality n>RLl holds. Then
N(zo, R, f) < 1 61 -1..!!...-
n = + og RLl'
Proof. We have by (3.2)
N(zo, R, f) ~n+ 10~ s {n (~ +D+ (st+s+ 2t) RLl }.
Put s=njRLl, t= 1. Then
N(zo, R, f) ~n+ 3(n+RLl) 10g-1 RniJ < n (1 + 6log-1R~)'
RLlLet e>O. Suppose - <e-6/e.
n
Then
N(Zo, R, f)~n(l+e).
This corollary is an improvement of lemma III, § 4, III of the book
"Transcendental and algebraic numbers" of A. O. GELFOND, [6] pp. 140-
141. I hope to return to applications of these results in the theory of
transcendental numbers in a forthcoming paper.
64. We now consider the case that R satisfies the inequality
(4.1 ) RL1 ?;.»[e.
(4.2)
By theorem 1 we have, putting s = e and t=n(RL1(e+2))-1:
( eRL/ (e+ 2)) ( n ) 1Niz«, R, f) :;;'(n-l) log e+ 1+ n +RL1 RL1 +e + e:;;'
1 ( eRLJ):;;, eRL1 +n + e+ (n - 1) log (e+2) + (n - 1) log 1 -1- n ~
eRL1 n2
:;;' eRL1 +3n +n log n + eRL1'
By (4.1) this impli es
Theorem 4. Let us use the notation (2.1) and let R be a positive
number such that
RL1 ?;. n /e.
Then for an arbitrary number Zo
N (Zo, R , f) ~eRL1 + n (5+ log R
n
L1).
The result of this theorem implies that for fixed Zo
l~ N( zo, R , f) < Aim R = ezr.
R_oo
This upper bound cannot be improved start ing from the formulas given
in theorem 1; for
RL1(st + s +2t) :::::: sR L1 :::::: eRL1 .
log s - log s -
(For s>O the function s/Iog s has a minimum e for s=e). However, the
inequality (4.2) is much weaker than an old result due to G. P6LYA, [10],
and E. SCHWENGELER, [13]. They gave a beautiful insight in the distri-
bution of the zeros of I. It follows from their results that
N (zo, R , f) =OR + O(log R) , R -+ 00,
where 2nO equals the circumference of the smallest con vex polygon con-
taining the points WI, (()2, .. . , osi. I n 1965 D. C. DICKSON, [4] , proved an
assertion of G. Polya's, Ell] p . 594, viz.
N (Zo , R, f) =OR +0(1), R -+ 00.
However, it seems difficult to use their methods of proof in order to obtain
upper bounds for N( zo, R, f) if R is finite.
Mathematisch Instituut,
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